
FORESTRY

Responsible and sustainable forest management has become one of the vital issues
during the past decades. Inadequate and improper forest management practices are
not only threatening the economic aspect of the forest, but it also has high negative
impacts in environmental and social aspects. These issues as well as public
awareness lead to demand for timber products which originated from a forest
managed in responsible, sustainable, and free from illegal logging. Thus,
manufacturers and suppliers of timber products who want to ensure that their wood
source come from responsible and sustainable practice will need chain of custody
certification scheme.
 
Many global chain of custody certification scheme for timber has been developed
today. The commonly used forest management and chain of custody are Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) and Programme for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification Scheme (PEFC Chain of Custody). For Indonesia specifically, there is chain
of custody and forest management standard called Indonesian Forestry Certification
Cooperation (IFCC) which is endorsed by PEFC. In addition, Indonesian Timber Legality
Assurance System (SVLK – Sistem Verifikasi Legalitas Kayu) is also EU Recognized
certification scheme for Indonesia Timber product in order to access global wood and
timber market. In the end, getting your business certified is very important for your
business growth in the future as well as for the future availability
of forestry product.
 
WHAT CAN WE ASSIST:
 
In Peterson Projects & Solutions, we can assist your business on sustainable forest
management and wood product chain of custody certification preparation. We can
assist your business whether on plantation, logging, Manufacturer, or Trader which
wants to ensure that your timber and wood product is certified. Our consultancy
comply with the FSC Principles and Guidelines, PEFC Council International
Standard, IFCC Standard, as well as SVLK Guidelines.
 
We can deliver our forestry consultancy in many types of services, including:
 1. Survey and mapping on your supply chain
 2. Develop specific implementation of forestry certification scheme through
 gap assessment on your current business
 3. Provide sustainable forest management and chain of custody in-house training
 4. Due Diligence assistance
 5. Certification audit preparation and accompaniment
 6. Post-audit corrective action assistance 
7. Annual Monitoring and Internal Audit Assistance
 
Our advice and support is based on almost 100 years of experience and expertise in
providing solutions to a broad range of customers including multinational companies,
small and medium-sized enterprises, associations, non-governmental organizations
and governments. 

We ensure you that your trust is well placed

Your partner in what matters


